TRANSFORMING LIVES

Event Highlights
Aashwasan Spiritual Science – HOPE for Children with Special Needs

“We parents go everywhere to find out anything that could help our children”, was the
sense that clearly echoed in 50 Parents of Children with Special Needs who attended the
event “Aashwasan Spiritual Science – HOPE for children with special needs” on 5th
September 2010 at Nalanda Center, Times of India Office. Parents were there to seek
answers to struggles and hopelessness they faced in finding that one ray of hope that
would answer all their concerns for their children.
Aashwasan practitioners shared the deep knowledge of spiritual science which is here to
put people in touch with their infinite potential to transform lives. It understands people as
hey experience their life. Transformation happens when the optimal body-mind-soul
mechanism is brought out in an individual. By re-aligning this mechanism in a child,
his/her development is restored to almost 100% normalcy.
Two parents (both named Vidya) shared about the transformation they saw in the life of
their children (both named Aditya) after availing Aashwasan services. Vidya Sreekumar
shared that her son, Adithya, diagnosed with Cerebral Palsy and cortical blindness, is
now able to sit, stand, walk with support, see and enjoy his favorite channel on TV. He is
exhibiting tremendous talent in music and has also joined school now. The other parent,
Vidya Venkatesh shared that her child Aditya, who was diagnosed with Pervasive
Developmental Disorder, has regained health; his gut infections are addressed; he is
going to main stream school, enjoying sports and studies. He plays keyboard very well
and wins awards for it. Both the mothers feel confident that their children can take care
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of themselves in the days to come and are going to be just fine. They felt that their life as
a family has also transformed.

“This is a radically different approach we have discovered” said an elderly man. “We
found hope for our children” said many parents who went back with hope in their heart
for their children. There was a deep shift felt in their perspective, a shift from anxious
responsibility to a possibility, from hopeless difficulty to a sense of privilege that their
children, indeed are special.
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